Central sensitization as the mechanism underlying pain in joint hypermobility syndrome/Ehlers–Danlos syndrome, hypermobility type
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Abstract

Background: Patients with joint hypermobility syndrome/Ehlers–Danlos syndrome, hypermobility type (JHS/EDS-HT) commonly suffer from pain. How this hereditary connective tissue disorder causes pain remains unclear although previous studies suggested it shares similar mechanisms with neuropathic pain and fibromyalgia.

Methods: In this prospective study seeking information on the mechanisms underlying pain in patients with JHS/EDS-HT, we enrolled 27 consecutive patients with this connective tissue disorder. Patients underwent a detailed clinical examination, including the neuropathic pain questionnaire DN4 and the fibromyalgia rapid screening tool. As quantitative sensory testing methods, we included thermal-pain perceptive thresholds and the wind-up ratio and recorded a standard nerve conduction study to assess non-nociceptive fibres and laser-evoked potentials, assessing nociceptive fibres.

Results: Clinical examination and diagnostic tests disclosed no somatosensory nervous system damage. Conversely, most patients suffered from widespread pain, the fibromyalgia rapid screening tool elicited positive findings, and quantitative sensory testing showed lowered cold and heat pain thresholds and an increased wind-up ratio.

Conclusions: While the lack of somatosensory nervous system damage is incompatible with neuropathic pain as the mechanism underlying pain in JHS/EDS-HT, the lowered cold and heat pain thresholds and increased wind-up ratio imply that pain in JHS/EDS-HT might arise through central sensitization. Hence, this connective tissue disorder and fibromyalgia share similar pain mechanisms.

What does this study add?: In patients with JHS/EDS-HT, the persistent nociceptive input due to joint abnormalities probably triggers central sensitization in the dorsal horn neurons and causes widespread pain.
1. Introduction

Ehlers–Danlos syndrome (EDS) comprises a growing range of hereditary connective tissue disorders primarily affecting skin, ligaments, joints, blood vessels and internal organs. The widely agreed EDS classification identifies six major variants, the most common being the hypermobility type (EDS-HT) (De Paepe and Malfait, 2012). The lack of specific clinical signs and laboratory confirmatory tests makes EDS-HT merely a tentative diagnosis. EDS-HT also shares identical clinical features with the joint hypermobility syndrome (JHS). Some authors therefore consider these two disorders as a unique and indistinguishable condition (JHS/EDS-HT) (Tinkle et al., 2009).

Although patients with JHS/EDS-HT frequently complain of pain (Castori et al., 2012), its underlying mechanisms are still unclear. Some patients suffer from joint-related pain, but in most of them, pain has a complex distribution poorly compatible with joint-related pain. Whereas some studies suggested that patients with this rare disease might suffer from neuropathic pain (Camerota et al., 2011; Rombaut et al., 2014), others, given that pain related to JHS/EDS-HT usually spreads beyond the joints and causes fatigue, suggested that it resembles fibromyalgia (Sendur et al., 2007; Voermans and Knoop, 2011). No study has verified whether patients with JHS/EDS-HT have somatosensory nervous system damage, a prerequisite for neuropathic pain (Truini et al., 2013a), or suffer from central sensitization, an essential feature in fibromyalgia. Knowing more about the mechanisms responsible for JHS/EDS-HT-related pain might help in managing this commonly reported symptom more appropriately.

In this prospective study, we sought information on the mechanisms underlying pain related to JHS/EDS-HT, verifying whether this symptom depends on somatosensory nervous system damage or central sensitization. To do so, we enrolled 27 consecutive patients with HT-EDS. In all patients, we collected information from clinical examination and pain questionnaires, analysed quantitative sensory testing profiles, recorded responses to a standard nerve conduction study and laser-evoked potentials and compared these diagnostic variables with those for matched healthy controls.

2. Methods

2.1 Study cohort and design

We enrolled 27 patients with JHS/EDS-HT (3 men, 24 women, mean age 35.7 ± 10.9 years). Patients were consecutively recruited in the outpatient clinic for heritable connective tissue disorders at the Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Unit at Sapienza University, Rome. Inclusion criteria were JHS/EDS-HT diagnosed according to the Villefranche criteria for EDS-HT (Tinkle et al., 2009) and Brighton criteria for JHS (Tinkle et al., 2009) and age older than 18 years. A trained clinical geneticist at the connective tissue clinic at San Camillo-Forlanini Hospital, Rome, confirmed the diagnosis and differentiated JHS/EDS-HT from other partially overlapping disorders. Exclusion criteria were cognitive disturbances and peripheral or central nervous system disorders. We also enrolled 27 healthy volunteers (3 men, 24 women, mean age 35.0 ± 11.1 years), selected among the hospital staff and individually matched for gender and age. These control subjects were assessed with a short medical history and a short neurological examination.

All subjects underwent clinical examination, including the DN4 questionnaire and the fibromyalgia rapid screening tool. DN4 questionnaire was administered to the maximal area of pain. This screening tool consisted of seven items related to symptoms and three related to clinical examination, with a cut-off of 4. Of the 27 patients included in the study, 20 underwent quantitative sensory testing. In all patients, we recorded a standard nerve conduction study, assessing the non-nociceptive afferent fibres, and laser-evoked potentials, assessing nociceptive afferent fibres. Patients did clinical examinations and diagnostic tests at the Department of Neurology and Psychiatry in the University Hospital Policlinico Umberto I, Rome. This research was approved by the local institutional review board and all patients gave their informed consent.

2.2 Clinical examination

Patients underwent neurological examination and detailed sensory profiling using bedside tools. Tactile sensation was tested with Von Frey filaments, vibratory sensation with a tuning fork (128 Hz) and pin-prick sensation with a wooden cocktail stick. Muscle strength was evaluated with the Medical Research Council Score. In the clinical examination, we also recorded the number of body areas affected by pain (widespread pain index) and somatic symptoms score as reported in the Preliminary Diagnostic Criteria for Fibromyalgia established by the American College of Rheumatology (Wolfe et al., 2010). Patients completed the DN4, a validated questionnaire aimed at diagnosing neuropathic pain (Bouhassira et al.,...
2.3 Quantitative sensory testing

For quantitative sensory testing, we used a thermode (ATS, PATHWAY, Medoc, Israel). The computer-driven PATHWAY system contains a metal contact plate (contact area 30 x 30 mm) equipped with an external Peltier cooler element that cools and heats the plate to target levels. The baseline temperature of 32 °C reached target temperature at a ramp rate of 1 °C/s. Quantitative sensory measures were tested on the left-hand dorsum and the right trapezius region. In 20 patients, we tested the thermal detection thresholds for detecting cold (cold detection threshold) and warmth (warm detection threshold), thermal-pain thresholds for cold (cold pain threshold) and heat stimuli (heat pain threshold). In this study, we also investigated pain summation to repetitive 256 mN pinprick stimuli delivered to the left hand and right trapezius region (wind-up ratio) with the ‘Pinprick’ equipment, MRC Systems GmbH – Medizintechnische System. This test compares the numerical pain rating (NRS) (range 0–10) given for a series of repetitive pinprick stimuli applied at equal intensity with the NRS for a single stimulus at the same intensity. The ‘wind-up’ ratio calculated by dividing the arithmetic mean pain intensity rating for the series of stimuli by the arithmetic mean pain intensity rating for the single stimulus. All procedures took place in accordance with the recommendations given by the German Research Network on Neuropathic Pain (Rolke et al., 2006; Magerl et al., 2010). Quantitative sensory testing data in patients were compared with those for gender- and age-matched controls included in the study.

2.4 Neurophysiological examination

All patients underwent a motor and sensory nerve conduction study using surface recording electrodes with standard placement. Methods used matched those recommended by experts at the International Federation of Clinical Neurophysiology (Kimura, 2006). Testing comprised sensory nerve action potentials and conduction velocities recorded from sural, ulnar and superficial radial nerves. We also tested compound motor action potential amplitudes and conduction velocities from peroneal, tibial and ulnar nerve. We did not check isolated mononeuropathies involving the median nerve owing to their high prevalence in the general population. To study laser-evoked potentials, we used a neodymium:yttrium-aluminium-perovskite (Nd:YAP) laser (wavelength 1.34 mm, pulse duration 2–20 ms, maximum energy 7 J) (Truini et al., 2013b). The dorsum of the right foot and left hand was stimulated by laser pulses (intensity, 150–200 mJ/mm²; duration, 5 ms; diameter, 5 mm) eliciting pinprick sensations. The interstimulus interval was varied pseudorandomly (10–15 s). After each stimulus, the laser beam target was shifted. To determine the laser perceptive threshold, we delivered stimuli in series at increasing and decreasing intensities and defined the perceptive threshold as the lowest intensity at which the subjects perceived at least 50% of laser stimuli. The early, lateralized component, N1, and the main complex, N2–P2, were recorded through disc electrodes from the temporal areas (Tc) referenced to frontal area (Fz) and vertex (Cz) referenced to the nose. From 10 to 20 trials, devoid of artefacts was collected and averaged. We measured peak latency and amplitude (peak-to-peak) of the temporal N1 component and the N2–P2 vertex complex. Neurophysiological data in patients were compared with those for gender- and age-matched controls.

2.5 Statistical analysis

Because some data were non-normally distributed (D’Agostino and Pearson omnibus normality test), we used the Mann–Whitney test to compare differences between patients and healthy subjects. We analysed the correlation between the severity of spontaneous pain and the cold and heat pain threshold at the hand and trapezius region with the Spearman r correlation index. p values <0.05 were considered to indicate significance. All data are reported as mean ± SD.

3. Results

In all patients, neurological examination yielded unremarkable findings and sensory profiling disclosed no sensory deficits. Most patients suffered from axial, left- and right-sided, and upper and lower segment pain (Fig. 1), described as burning, dull and aching sensations combined. Although in several patients pain mainly involved joints, most subjects suffered from widespread pain. In all patients, answers to the DN4 questionnaire argued against neuropathic pain (all patients scored less
than 4). Conversely, in all patients, the fibromyalgia rapid screening tool score was compatible with fibromyalgia, and in 24 of the 27 enrolled patients (Fig. 1), the clinical examination agreed with fibromyalgia diagnosed according to the Preliminary Diagnostic Criteria for Fibromyalgia established by the American College of Rheumatology (Wolfe et al., 2010) (Table 1). These patients complained of widespread pain, cognitive symptoms (thinking or remembering problems), unrefreshed sleep, fatigue and various somatic symptoms, such as muscle pain, irritable bowel syndrome, headache, pain or cramps in the abdomen, dizziness, depression, constipation, ringing in ears and loss of appetite combined. Whereas quantitative sensory testing found no difference in cold and warm detection thresholds between patients and healthy controls, it showed that patients with JHS/EDS-HT had hyperalgesia to cold and heat stimuli, having lowered cold and heat pain thresholds ($p < 0.0001$) and an increased wind-up ratio ($p < 0.001$) (Table 1). The severity of pain (i.e. pain referred to the average spontaneous bodily pain at the time of examination) did not significantly correlate with the cold and heat pain threshold. The correlation between the intensity of pain and the cold and heat pain threshold at the trapezius regions nevertheless approached the statistical significance (cold pain: $r = 0.3902$, $p = 0.08$; heat pain: $0.4364$, $p = 0.05$). Nerve conduction study and laser-evoked potential studies found no differences between patients and healthy controls.

4. Discussion

In our prospective study in patients with JHS/EDS-HT, clinical examination, pain questionnaires, quantitative sensory testing and neurophysiological responses disclosed no somatosensory nervous system damage. Conversely, quantitative sensory testing documented hyperalgesia to cold and heat stimuli, and an increased wind-up ratio implied central sensitization. These new findings based on detailed diagnostic tests strongly suggest that rather than reflecting a neuropathic pain condition, pain related to JHS/EDS-HT probably shares mechanisms similar to those underlying fibromyalgia.

All the patients diagnosed as having JHS/EDS-HT we enrolled in this study suffered from pain. This finding is in line with previous studies showing that pain has a high prevalence in patients with this connective tissue disorder, frequently manifesting as the predominant symptom (Voermans et al., 2010; Castori et al., 2012). In all patients, quantitative sensory testing, nerve conduction study and laser-evoked potentials provided objective and reliable information on somatosensory nervous system function. International guidelines indicate these techniques as ‘reference standards’ for assessing the somatosensory nervous system in patients with pain (Haanpää et al., 2011).

To diagnose neuropathic pain, a challenging task (Baron et al., 2010), and ensure reliable findings on whether JHS/EDS-HT is associated with neuropathic pain, we used the DN4 questionnaire, a highly specific
tool (Bouhassira et al., 2005), and undertook objective diagnostic tests investigating somatosensory nervous system function. In all our patients, the DN4 questionnaire argued against neuropathic pain. Accordingly, neurological examination and objective diagnostic tests showed no somatosensory nervous system damage. Given that the widely accepted criteria for a definite diagnosis of neuropathic pain require objective evidence showing somatosensory nervous system damage (Hansson, 2002; Truini et al., 2013a), our data therefore argue against previous studies suggesting that JHS/EDS-HT is associated with neuropathic pain (Camerota et al., 2011; Rombaut et al., 2014). These contrasting results probably reflect the different approaches used for diagnosing neuropathic pain. Because in this study we used the DN4 questionnaire, a highly specific tool for diagnosing neuropathic pain (Bouhassira et al., 2005), and undertook objective diagnostic tests including quantitative sensory testing, nerve conduction study and laser-evoked potentials, we deem our findings valid. A potential limitation of QST and LEPs is that they have been conducted, in some cases, outside the main area of pain; nevertheless, we can reasonably exclude a somatosensory system damage in our patients, being the pain area not consistent with a neuroanatomical distribution, and the lack of sensory deficits, as assessed with the clinical examination and the DN4. Furthermore, QST was conducted in all patients from hand dorsum and trapezius region; the trapezius region, in particular, was one of the most painful area in several patients. The analysis performed separately on this subset of patients did not provide different results in comparison with the sample of patients.

During clinical examination, when we asked our patients with JHS/EDS-HT to show their pain on a topographical map (Fig. 1), most patients reported that pain simultaneously affected axial, upper and lower segments and left- and right-side, with a wide distribution poorly compatible with joint-related pain. This finding indicates that pain associated with JHS/EDS-HT cannot merely reflect joint abnormalities such as luxation and dislocation, but manifests as a widespread pain. Accordingly, the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>Healthy controls</th>
<th>p values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinical findings</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>35.6 ± 10.9</td>
<td>35.9 ± 10.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (F:M)</td>
<td>24:3</td>
<td>24:3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of disease (years) (time from diagnosis)</td>
<td>3.0 ± 4.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibromyalgia rapid screening tool score</td>
<td>5.7 ± 0.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity of pain (NRS 0–10 points)</td>
<td>6.7 ± 1.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widespread pain index</td>
<td>11.5 ± 3.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somatic symptom score</td>
<td>5.3 ± 1.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hand thermal-pain detection thresholds</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold detection threshold (°C)</td>
<td>29.8 ± 0.8</td>
<td>29.6 ± 0.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warm detection threshold (°C)</td>
<td>34.4 ± 0.9</td>
<td>34.9 ± 1.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold pain threshold (°C)</td>
<td>18.4 ± 2.5</td>
<td>9.6 ± 3.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat pain threshold (°C)</td>
<td>40.6 ± 6.3</td>
<td>45.5 ± 1.5</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trapezius thermal-pain detection thresholds</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold detection threshold (°C)</td>
<td>29.6 ± 0.7</td>
<td>29.6 ± 0.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warm detection threshold (°C)</td>
<td>34.3 ± 0.7</td>
<td>34.5 ± 0.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold pain threshold (°C)</td>
<td>20.6 ± 1.8</td>
<td>9.7 ± 3.4</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat pain threshold (°C)</td>
<td>39.8 ± 1.0</td>
<td>45.9 ± 2.5</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wind-up ratio</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.8</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trapezius</td>
<td>1.46 ± 0.6</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hand laser-evoked potentials</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1 amplitude (µV)</td>
<td>7.0 ± 3.6</td>
<td>7.0 ± 2.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2P2 amplitude (µV)</td>
<td>35.4 ± 14.1</td>
<td>31.4 ± 8.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foot laser-evoked potentials</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1 amplitude (µV)</td>
<td>5.4 ± 2.7</td>
<td>6.3 ± 2.8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2P2 amplitude (µV)</td>
<td>33.5 ± 12.7</td>
<td>26.4 ± 9.3</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All data are reported as mean ± SD. All comparisons with the Mann–Whitney test.
The intensity of pain refers to the average spontaneous bodily pain at the time of examination.
Statistical significances indicated in bold.
Concerning our quantitative sensory testing data, it could be argued that we have assessed our control subjects using a short medical history and a short neurological examination, while a recent consensus statement on quantitative sensory testing procedures suggested that validated questionnaires and screening for anxiety and depression should be used for verifying the health status of the control subjects (Giertzhühlen et al., 2015). Nevertheless, because our clinical examinations excluded any health problems and the quantitative sensory testing yielded homogeneous results, we exclude possible bias in healthy control sampling. Another possible limitation is that owing to the limited technical equipment available, not all our patients underwent quantitative sensory testing. Although this limitation might have influenced our results, the seven patients without quantitative sensory testing data and the other patients had similar clinical characteristics making a quantitative sensory testing bias unlikely.

Our findings showing that patients with JHS/EDS-HT suffer from widespread pain and manifest signs compatible with central sensitization also agree with previous studies showing that many patients with rheumatic diseases (e.g. rheumatoid arthritis and osteoarthritis causing nociceptive pain) suffer from fibromyalgia-like, widespread pain and have hyperalgesia to pain stimuli (Im et al., 2010; Lluch et al., 2014). Our findings, therefore, suggest that in patients with JHS/EDS-HT, as well as in many patients with rheumatic diseases, widespread pain might reflect abnormal central processing of the nociceptive input (i.e. central sensitization in the dorsal horn neurons) (Truini et al., 2013a). Given that several studies reported that widespread pain is associated with descending modulatory system dysfunction (Julien et al., 2005; Burgmer et al., 2012), we conjecture that in our patients the persistent nociceptive input due to joint abnormalities might trigger central sensitization in the dorsal horn neurons, possibly involving the descending modulatory system. Accordingly, animal studies showed that dorsal horn neuron sensitization to joint stimuli after experimentally induced arthritis is accompanied by concurrent abnormalities in the descending modulatory system (Danziger et al., 1999).

In this study, we provide the previously unavailable objective finding that the JHS/EDS-HT spares the somatosensory nervous system. Hence, pain due to JHS/EDS-HT cannot be considered a neuropathic pain condition. Our study highlights the heterogeneity of pain pathophysiology in JHS/EDS-HT, with the possibility of a predominance role of central sensitization, possibly associated with descending modulatory system dysfunction, in comparison with nociceptive pain phenomenon. This finding might be relevant for the pharmacological treatment of pain in this rare dis-
ease, because it supports the use of antidepressants, similarly as fibromyalgia patients. Further neuroimaging studies in patients with JHS/EDS-HT might be useful for documenting the descending modulatory system abnormalities and testing the effects induced by antidepressants.
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